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Introduction
Using False Colors is a common way to present videolevels via colors. There are many 
professional cameras or grading- or fieldmonitors offering a function like that.

What I don´t like with most of these tools is their complexity: While it may be adequate 
shooting drama or commercials, a too complex setup of colors is not always the right tool 
for run & gun shooting or feature film in REC709. That´s why I always wanted a simple 
False Color Exposure Tool for my Sony FS7.

Just very few colors

Instead of looking for dozens of colors and color shades, my idea was to simplify and 
clean up the picture. That´s why I chose

PURPLE - for lost or nearly lost detail blacks
BLUE - for general, detailed blacks
YELLOW - for skintones at 18% midgrey level
GREEN - for bright caucasian skintones, ~one stope over middle grey
PINK/ROSE - for standard white within conservative REC709 limits
RED - for whites going into superwhite in REC709 (mostly losing details 

being too compressed)

I also wanted to implement different versions of a False Color Exposure Tool, so I could 
choose cleaner versions for crowdier pictures or only use Low/High Limit False Colors.

A word about S-Log

My False Color Exposure Tool is made around Cine EI Mode and it´s resulting S-Log.  
This version is dedicated S-Log3/S.Gamut3.cine that you will find in the PXW-FS7 mkI 
and mkII, PMW-F55 and PMW-F5. At the moment, there is no S-Log2 version (well , it 
could work with a few changes, I didnt check yet).

S-Log distributes 14 stops of light into a 10bit container. Usually, REC709 pulls roughly 6 
to 7 stops out of it into a general TV format. With the mentioned cameras it is possible to 
activate a „REC709(800%)“ Look up Table (LUT) onto the viewfinder display, onto SDI1, 
SDI2 or HDMI. „800%“ incorporates a soft highlights rolloff that extends the dynamic 
range to higher limits, though compressing highlights and shadows heavily. It´s difficult 
to find a clipping point, since it is color- and object depending if you accept these levels or 
not.
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In general work, I usually tried to use the REC709 (800%) LUT in the viewfinder for 
exposing roughly for TV. Unfortunately, in some run´n´gun situations I couldn´t see 
clipping highlights or crushed blacks , making it more difficult for a fast postpro 
turnaround.

So what about a REC709 Look up Table with colored highlight/black levels?
This is exactly what I did.

False Color Exposure Tool
It´s simple.
This 3D Look up Table simulates False Colors for different video levels with an overall 
contrast of REC709 plus Highlight Rolloff.

It´s coming in 4 versions:

- limit only , file: „limit_709.cube“  
(purple/blue …………………………………………………………..…..…..pink/red)

- limit plus 18% , file: „gray_709.cube“  
(purple/blue ……………..…….yellow (18%)………………………..……..pink/red)

- limit plus bright skin, file: „skin_709.cube“  
(purple/blue…………………………………………green………………….pink/red)

- limit plus yellow and bright skin, file: „gray_skin_lt_709.cube“  
(purple/blue……………….yellow (18%)…………green………………….pink/red)

Since this is a MLUT (Monitor Look up Table) for in-camera use, it is supposed for 
viewing only. Be sure NOT TO BAKE IT INTO YOUR RECORDING (see setup later)!

A typical caucasian skin under flat lighting is roughly at mid gray to +1 stop. Shiny skin 
can go higher, dark skins will start lower.
With YELLOW at mid grey you a have a reference point to start with. If you like to check 
brighter skin tones, choose skin versions of the False Colout tool.
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Typically, a correctly exposed face would look something like this if you use both colors 
green and yellow (FS7 Display Colors may vary a bit):

(see also blue as black level and pink/rosé as white)

As I said: For a cleaner picture, choose either limit plus green:

(Limit Colors plus bright skin tone Green)
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or limit plus mid grey (yellow):

(Limit Colors plus mid grey Yellow)

It takes a bit to practice with it, that´s why there are choices to start with.

If you like working with Zebra for Skin Exposure, use „limit“ only for warning colors 
when you´re going too bright or too dark for REC709.

False Colors and Zebra

In case you only choose „limit“ (purple/blue for blacks, rosé/red for whites) the picture 
will be ready for midtone Zebra. Since the underlying LUT is based on REC709 , you can 
set Zebra level to anything between 50 and 70 to your likes. While you can´t toggle LUTs 
with a user button, you can do Zebra on/off with a user button, that can be very 
convenient in some situations.

How to start
First of all, you need an SD card that has been formatted in the camera. If you never did 
before, please now store ANY KIND OF FILE (User File, All-File, Scene File) onto it. This 
creates the basic path for the LUT to store in.
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The BASIC path of the FS7 for instance (after storing a file):

*SDcardsname*/Private/Sony/PRO/CAMERA/PXW-FS7 (mk1)
or /PXW-FS7M2    (mk2)
or /PMWF55_F5 (F55, F5)

Since the FS7 (mk1 and mk2) are degraded F5 cameras, you unfortunately have to create a 
folder within CAMERA called „PMWF55_F5“ for importing your own LUTs.

Please create that folder within the CAMERA folder now.

When finished, copy/paste the FALSE COLOR EXPOSURE TOOL LUTs after unzipping 
(.cube files) into that folder.

Now the fun part begins:

1) put the SD card into your camera

2) open the FILE Menu (10) and navigate to „Monitor 3D LUT“ (10-6)

3) choose one of the four internal USER LUT Slots (they are unnamed always here)
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4) After selecting 1-4, the content of the SD card shows up, choose a file

IN CASE the files came from a mac: Please ignore the „_.“ files - these are Mac OS 
systemfiles that we don´t need here. Simply scroll down until you find files without „_.“ 
beginning.

Press ENTER and the LUT starts loading.

5) Done
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6) Repeat 2) to 5) to fill other slots with other LUTs if you like.

If you need an overview of all loaded LUTs, you can see the LUTs names under 
FILE/Monitor 3D Lut/Current Settings.
This is the only place to get the full name of the LUTs. It´s a good idea to bring it into the 
USER MENU for faster access.

7) The LUTs have been loaded now, but don´t show up yet. You need to assign it to the 
outputs or viewfinder, first change the used category to USER 3D LUT:

MENU 4-4 -> VIDEO OUTPUT -> Monitor LUT -> Category: Change to „User 3D LUT“ 
After that you can select User 3D-1 to 4 under „User 3D LUT Select“.

Then choose one of the 4 User Slots:
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8) Still can´t see it? Now assign that LUT to the outputs and viewfinder:

BE CAREFUL!

You can assign it to the Viewfinder, to SDI2 and (see Menu 4-3, switch HDMI to 
„Monitor“) HDMI. DON`T ASSIGN IT TO SDI1 , OR IT WILL BAKE INTO THE 
RECORDING!

AGAIN: Don´t switch SD1 & INTERNAL REC  MLUT ON!
This would make only sense if you record S-Log EXTERNALLY.

Now you should see False Colors on your viewfinder or monitor via SDI2.
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Overview

My False Color Exposure Tool was made for a fast 6-7 Stop evaluation of the picture.

Of course you are shooting S-Log3 anyway. Therefore, when you see False Colors, there 
will be an additional headroom/footroom in the recorded S-Log signal. In Post/Edit, 
simply add a REC709(800) LUT to the footage to meet your levels*.

*(In case you shoot EI different from native ISO, the REC709(800) musst be pulled/pushed 
as you would generally do with other EI).

YELLOW

Yellow represents mid grey. 

18% mid grey (S-Log3 41% IRE) translates into yellow (looks brighter on skintones)

Due to the nature of S-Log and 33 stepped LUTs , there are not enough steps to make a 
color / exposure range really narrow. Instead, it spreads roughly 1/2 stop. This seems to 
be a limitation of the interpolations Sony uses while the processing the picture. 
We couldn´t set it any narrower, though we tried hard… but at a certain point the color 
simply disappeared (to narrow for processing).
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GREEN

In this chart you see mid grey (middle chart), each chart chages 1/6th stop up or down 
from there. 
So green follows roughly +1 stop higher. Differs much better on real skin tones and colors.

ADVICE: The waveform monitor must be set to „S-Log“ instead of „LUT USer 3D“ 
- because the colors will influence brightness levels (see setup later).
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PINK/ROSÈ

If you bring white objects into the picture (or open iris in our case), pink/rosé comes into 
the display/monitor (upper left):

This correlates with +90% IRE and can be seen as a „10% left to go“ for conservative 
grading within REC709.

Highlights on WFM when going pink/rosé
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RED

If you drop in more light or open the iris (in our case), full RED will appear:

RED translates into +100% and can be seen as „your going very/too hot in REC709“:

Highlights on WFM when going red.
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BLUE and PURPLE

Blue will show up in „normal“ REC709 detailed Blacks, while Purple shows up with no 
detailed shadow when viewed in REC709.

Beneath these colors we raised the level of Blue and Pink to make it more obvious in the 
viewfinder - that should help viewing in bright sunshine as well.

This examples have been shot at EI2000.
As soon as you change EI to 1000 or 500 (and adjust light/iris/shutter accordingly), you 
even can clearly see better signal-to-noise ratio in the False Colors as well.
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 Example
My hand , 5.500K, S-Log3, grey at 41%, here REC709 (800) LUT:

(are these fingers THAT curved ? - man, did too much piano playing in my youth)

Translates into (User 3D LUT: Limit + grey + br.Skin):
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or turned around, inner hand:

translastes into

Again: Green = bright skin, Yellow = mid gray, slight red at the ring = +100% 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Another example

Just another shot including textile black. I guess we have to saturate green a bit more in 
V1_1. 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Jump between False Color and REC709
Unfortunately there is no user function, button function or any other superfast way to 
switch from False Color LUT to other LUTs like REC709 or LC709.

BUT: I recommend to place „LUT CATEGORY“ (LUT, Look Profile, User3D choice) into 
one of the first entries of your USER MENU. 
„Preprogram“ LUT = REC709(800%) and User 3D LUT to one of your choices.

This makes a change withing a glympse possible. You can change it while recording.

Better put this into your User Menu for fast access: Monitor LUT Category.
You can speed up access by >User Menu>Category: click click, done.
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Waveform Monitor

Unfortunately it makes no sense to analyse the False Color LUT picture with the camera´s 
waveform monitor. Introducing false colors into the picture changes it´s levels, too.

Better switch the camera´s wfm to LOG:
MENU -> VF -> Video Signal Monitor -> change Source to SDI1 (the non LUTted)

If WFM assigned to SDI2 (here) and SDI2 shows a LUT, the wfm will show wrong levels.

After selection: WFM shows S-Log3 levels now through SDI1.
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FCET and different Exposure Index Values (EI)

Many FS7 shooters know that Look Profiles alter their maximum peak value (and others) 
when selecting different EI values. 
That is one reason why we concentrated on REC709 as the underlying LUT for our False 
Colors. Some more thoughts on that:

- These False Colors are meant for run & gun shooting and for fast TV/Post turnaround, 
for general REC709 work

- Anything up to (including) „pink“ (= up to 100%) works with a fast REC709 LUT in 
Post or can be tweaked with minimal effort

- Anything that touches „red“ (up from 100%) can get risky for fast grading. You can 
check it anytime with „HiKey/LoKey“ function (to be assigned to a button, instantly 
switches to REC709 LUT into Highlights and/or into Blacks)

- We compared False Colors to 1D LUT values with different EI values and are fine with 
it. Neither mid grey nor 100% level changes at 2000EI/1000EI/500EI.

Why we didn´t go with LC709

I didn´t want to go with an underlying LC709 because

- Using False Colors with extremely compressed highlights is too difficult/unmanagable, 
because a 3D LUT is 33 steps (33x33x33 for RGB) only. We did so many experiments, 
and we didn´t like it. Better be warned by REC709 levels in your Viewfinder and profit 
from the underlying headroom for later LC709 grading.

- LC709 is low contrast („LC“), therefore it is more difficult to judge on a viewfinder/
display under sunny conditions in my opinion

- LC709 levels (e.g. peak levels) change with different EI values, you would need 
dedicated False Color LUTs for different EIs.
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Plans for the future

My False Color Exposure Tool isn´t finished yet. Next plans are more experiments with 
colors (make it more viewable under certain conditions) and we didn´t test it yet on 
external LUT monitors like Atomos Shogun and alike yet.
It may be that these monitors/recorders do a different LUT interpolation, so that could be 
more or less useful for False Color work.
 
Any help appreciated!

If you like to help me, send me your feedback under

fcet@morsmedia.de

Thanks & happy shooting

Uli Mors

www.fs7handbuch.de/false-color-for-sony
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